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As Innovate UK’s network partner, KTN combines in-depth expertise in all sectors with the ability to cross boundaries. Connecting with KTN can lead to potential partners, horizon-expanding events, and innovation insights relevant to your needs.

We help business to grow the economy and improve people’s lives by capturing maximum value from innovative ideas, scientific research and creativity.
Growth through innovation

Helping you make a success of your ideas delivers growth for the UK economy.
Connecting people to drive innovation

Find expertise
Find markets
Find funding and finance
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Some of our sectors

CREATIVE & DIGITAL
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
TRANSPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE
BIOTECH
AGRI-FOOD
LIFE SCIENCES

materials security
graphene
simulation
data & trust
solar energy MATERIALS
manufacturing
robotics
IoT

Cross sector projects on current topics help drive innovation
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How can we help?

Free and confidential advice

Collaboration activities at briefing events
Competition information
Helping you to find partners
Reviewing proposals

Online communities
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Case Study – ARM and Iceotope

**ARM** designs and licenses fast, low-cost, power-efficient RISC processors

**Iceotope** have liquid cooling technologies for High Performance Computing (HPC)

KTN introduced them to each other at dissemination event

Great timing to fill a gap in a **€13m** H2020 project

Future opportunities for collaboration projects
Keep in touch

ktn-uk.org
events, newsletters, funding opportunities, newsletters
@KTNUK
LinkedIn